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1.1 Hybrid space.



Yuzhong VII, Chongqing, China

1.1.1 / Infrastructure type

The bridge, an infrastructural masterpiece which exists as long as humans try to cross small 
waterways or little bursts in the earth surface. The very robust piece of infrastructure often covers a 
lot of surface which leaves a huge negative space under it non-used. 

This undenieable quality covers a lot of potential for the optimalization and eventual use of this “negative” 
space. Today bridges are often located near big cities, to cross waterways. The view from the bridge 
towards the vaste land, with the water in front of it is often breathtaking. In fact the bridge has a priviliged 
view and location. Still this quality is never been used untill today. 

In other cases where the bridge doesn’t cross a waterway, it forms an empty space under it which stays 
mostly unused. This type of bridges create always a “negative” highway through the city and form often a 
barrier between two “sides”. The absence of functions and green makes the places feel unsafe, which leads 
to a complete abandoned feeling where a “no men land” is created.

By adding a usefull program in this strip, it can be activated and a positive cyclus can be started.



Shepherd’s Bush IV, London, Great Britain

Cairo, Egypt



The unhuman “human space” .

The negative space under a bridge often has a negative connotation in our society. It’s considered 
as a dark place where not too much good things happen. Due to it’s quality as a huge urban roof it 
atracts mostly homeless people who search for shelter and a safe feeling. The enclosed feeling of the 
massive construction stimulates one of our oldest instincts, to have a roof above our head.

This undenieable quality from a bridge hides a lot of potential for future development and an extra layer 
towards a design process. The urban canopy should get an upgrade in which the qualities that are already 
there finally get used and activated. So the negative connotation turns into a possitive future. The massive 
construction can have a bigger goal then keeping cars out of the rain.





1.1.2 / Human space type

The marketplace, an old archetype of human space where people came together to trade, have 
social contact, meet people from all layers of society and debate. In ancient Rome, Forum 
Romanum was the beating heart of society. A market place which served as stage for society. 
Forum Romanum was a corner stone for the  further development of western society, a place where 
potential could develop, which brought new opportunities and chances for growth. This quality 
should also be avaible in the new hybrid space with potential for several activities. 

In a research about market places as Forum Romanum, a big fascination started to grow into the public 
space where everything was possible. Where every layer of society met eachother and there was place for 
respectfull debate. In modern society everything became more digitalised and “passive agressive”.

“People don’t know the people they discriminate”. This statement reffers to the ongoing crisis modern 
society faces. Millions of refugees try to escape from their countries in the hope for a better life. Often war 
and economic disasters are the reason for this. In a lot of cases they end up in terrible camps which are 
unsafe, dirty and simply without any perspective. These refugee camps are also an “inhuman human 
space” which has a lot in common with the infrastructure type of a bridge, which is in a lot of scenarios 
also a place in western society for the homeless searching for a roof above their head. By making a 
temporary social statement, the hybrid space under a bridge could serve as the perfect spot for these kind 
of statements. 

Forum Romanum, Rome, Italy



Karmod, modulair crisis living.

Zaatari Camp, Mafraq, Jordan



1.1.3 / Hybrid space concept

Activation of the negative space.

A structure which is now for 99% used for infrastructure transforms into a social urban canopy 
where positive things can start to grow. The majority of space under it transforms into one big 
potential for new creative ideas and a better social interaction.

A first intervention can be realised by a very minimalistic approach, due to the fact that the most important 
structure is already there, simple additions can already have a big impact on the the presence of a bridge 
and open it up for social events. For eventual temporary housing or offices, containers can be upcycled to 
small studios. The integration of a programme will activate the space and atract new initiatives.



BRIDGE  AS 
INFRASTRUCTURE

NEGATIVE “WASTELAND” UNDER BRIDGE

-unsafe
-none activated 
-mental border

BRIDGE  AS 
INFRASTRUCTURE

ACTIVATED HYBRID SPACE  

-social gathering place
-use case by active programme 

-connecting neighbourhoods
-place for social debate and statements

ACTIVATION OF THE URBAN CANOPY

ADDING REAL USE CASE AND FUNCTIONS BASED ON 
THE CONCEPT OF FORUM ROMANUM

-create a place for society 
-social debate and statements
-possibility for trading goods 

-a view on society



1.1.4 / Hybrid space system

The hybrid space type consists the idea in which the bridge is used as a huge urban roof and the 
negative space under it serves society in a general context. It can be used to organise gatherings, 
market events or to even make social statements. The “marketplace” from the future should 
integrate as much as possible opportunities to be a social gathering place, more then ever before.

Under the big structure of a hanging bridge over a waterway, light constructions or elements can be hanged 
up to create platforms which make the space under it useable. The platforms give a unique view on our 
temporary cities and society. The futuristic “market place” can be used for way more then only the trade of 
everyday goods. It can become a modern forum for discussion with a very direct visual connection on our 
society.  



The direct connection to the structure creates an intimate inbetween space and direct link between 
the user of the intervention and the bridge itself. An extra factor in the design process is the use of 
the water way. Boats and big container ships which pass by create a dynamic environment around 
and interaction with the construction.

The passing traffic has also a direct impact on the scale of the intervention. Same as the width and hight of 
the boats it determines the possible area to use. These dynamic factors are in a dialogue with the structure 
hanging under it. 



Quantification of the concept

Structural logic in harmony with the bridge

In a research how to optimize the use of the existing and enforce a close relation to it, the principle 
of hanging up a structure in the opposite way as the bridge carries the load from above. This re-
minds a lot of the work which Gaudi made by the construction a La Sagrada Familia. 
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Structural scheme based on Gaudi’s 
“negative force” model. The weight 
gets divided over multiple loadbearing 
point which are interconnected. In this 
case there starts to exist a structural 
logic which creates a pattern.

Re-using the container.

The re-use and adaptation of used 
containers is a well known design 
solution. But the direct presence 
of the waterscapes where they 
were used for transport even has 
a symbolic meaning. The robust 
structure can easily take the forces 
needed to hang it up in a chain 
system. In a new design approach 
they can serve as temporary 
housing, small offices,...





Giving a perspective on society





1.1.5 / Hybrid space design procedure

The hybrid space type consists the idea in which the bridge is used as a huge urban roof and the 
negative space under it serves society in a general context. It can be used to organise gatherings, 
market events or to even make social statements. The market from the future should integrate as 
much as possible opportunities to be a social gathering place, more then ever before.

Before attaching a hanging structure under the bridge all the parameters should be taken into account.  
This contains the use of the water way, the height towards the water, width of the bridge, amount of light 
under it, the stability of the structure and the geographical location.

1. Gather all the info about the 
existing situation as hight, width but 
also all the external paramters as 
noise, amount of traffic, sunlight, the 
connection towards the water and 
land. These parameters define the 
potential of the negative space and 
decide the possible programme under 
the bridge.



2. The two most important paramters 
are the structural conditions, as 
stability and possible extra load 
and the relation towards the water. 
The connection towards the water 
will be shaped and created by the 
combination of those two. The biggest 
containerships need an enormous 
gap to pass under the bridge which 
defines the area where the hybrid 
system can flow. The highest point is 
also the weekest which makes it the 
least interesting to attach structures 
with extra load.

3. Take the structural diagram as a 
starting point to set out a framework 
in which the hanging construction 
can follow “Gaudi wise” it gravity 
downwards. On the loading points 
platforms with containers or 
lightweight wooden elements can 
be attached. This forms the human 
space.

4. A whole network of hanging 
platforms form the interconnected 
human space. A hybrid between the 
infrastructural bridge and the human 
space of a modern market place, with 
place for social statements, gathering 
and economic benefits. But most of 
all a place for the whole society.



1.1.6 / Hybrid space variations

PARAMETERS FOR THE DESIGN PROCESS 
AND THE VARIATIONS

There are multiple deciding factors in the design process, but the hight and with of a bridge form 
the most elementary in terms of structure. As an external factor the intensity of the use of the water 
way interacts with both previous, and brings a dynamic into the dialogue.

HIGHT OF A BRIDGE AMOUNT OF LIGHT + WIDTH 
OF A BRIDGE 

BRIGHT / OPENNESS

 
DARK ENCLOSED

 

BRIGHT / OPENNESS

 

INTENSITY OF WATERWAY USE 
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1.2 Growth network



1.2.1 / Growth network type

Organic growth principles in the “negative” way.

Some well known organic growth patterns which grow downwards are stalactites and bee colonies. 
Both grow organically from one cel, and expand over time to a more complex network of cells that 
explore the limits of gravity. 

Structural principles designed by nature, hanging on a load bearring volume or infrastucture. These 
natural examples show how effective shapes can carry themselves and form an aesthatically pleasing 
result, they are both attractive and functional. Also the start from one cell to over time a big network remind 
of the smaller platforms or containers which expand over time to a possible network.





1.2.2 / Growth network concept

A cel becoming a cluster

A CEL. / 1 UNIT

A STREET.  / 7 UNITS



A NEIGHBOURHOOD. / 20 UNITS

A VILLAGE. / 40 UNITS

A CITY. / 100 UNITS



1.2.3 / Growth network system

A structural principle taking over the bridge.





1.2.4 / Growth network variations

In the expansion of the growth network under the structure of a bridge the hight is 
one of the most important parameters. The possible amount of structural clusters 
depends on the direct hight towards the water.



DECOUPLING FROM THE BRIDGE

In a last phase, the concept can outgrow the idea of a bridge and start a life on 
it’s own. In this concept the structural principle of hanging elements starts to life 
it’s own life and continues it’s pattern in a lineair way through the city. Multiple 
purposes can be linked to this way of expanding.

In the contemporary cities there is often a lack 
of biodiversity because there is simply no green 
backbone which facilitates their existance. The 
amount of pollinators in a district has a direct 
impact on this. To give pollinators a fair chance 
of existance in the city, small interventions 
should create space for them. By expanding a 
hanging green infrastructure in these concrete 
streets, a whole network could evolve over time 
through the city. This would possibly benefit the 
fauna and flora but also human health.



Älvsborgbrug, Gotenburg. The connection between harbour area and city side

DECOUPLING FROM THE BRIDGE

In the case of Gotenburg the Alvsborgbrug forms the structural barrier between the 
harbour area and the city. But at the same time it also forms a barrier for fauna and 
flora development on both sides. By creating a direct connection over the platforms 
pollinators will more easily expand ant interact both sides and increase biodiversity.



2.1 Context selection.
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From the start of the groupwork we decided to put our 
ideas and visions on paper by sketching. This lead to 
an overview of multiple ideas, which were all strongely 
related to the more social aspect of architecture. From 
this point on we made possible interactions and analysis 
between our project and further development.



100 m0 700 m commercial

industry

dwelling

school

sports facilities

monument/museum

medical

rest

Mapping functions in the area.



Mapping possible connections in the area. (Leonardo)



Mapping fauna and flora in the area.



Combination from all 3 possible areas.



In this phase my focus shifted from only “humanspace” 
to a more inclusive concept for nature as well. This was 
an abstract proposal for the development in 100 years 
of a bridge. In this concept the bridge is converted into 
a soft connection between both riversides and makes a 
transition over water possible for fauna and flora.







3.1 Waterscape suprastructure.
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Concept.

My personal focus was from the start untill the end on the re-use 
and potential of a bridge. In this phase the “circle became round” 
for my individual traject, in combination with the groupwork. The 
bridge became part of a bigger network in function of the activation 
from the riverside in Göteborg. This was only possible due to my 
teammates which addapted their design on this concept, and made 
it richer. On the scale of the bridge, the negative space under it 
became a housing place that serves the rising demand of housing 
in that area. The inclusion of a pedestrian and bicycle lane under 
it works directly in relation with the other designs. And last but 
not least the inclusion of a “greenroof” on top of the bridge makes 
the whole intervention ecological, and enforces the existing green 
network around the city.





STRUCTURAL SYSTEM + 
MOBILITY

The structure of the bridge 
has a specific logic in itself 
which indicates stronger and 
more fragile areas. The red 
line indicates the strongest 
and weakest structural areas. 
This means that the centre of 
the bridge can’t cary as much 
load as the sides. This makes 
perfect sense when the use 
of the waterway is taken into 
account, because this is also 
the spot where most huge 
watertraffic passes the canal.

GREEN LOAD ON TOP OF 
THE BRIDGE

On top of the bridge there 
is as well a structural limit in 
terms of load. For providing 
green infrastructure a heavy 
mass of soil is needed. This 
has an impact on the type of 
vegetation which can grow in 
certain areas on the bridge. In 
the diagram a prediction of the 
max hight is simulated.

LEFTOVER SPACE UNDER 
THE BRIDGE

Between the structures of the 
bridge, there is a type of “no 
mens land”. This undervalued 
space near the water forms 
a potential expension area 
of the city. The huge canopy 
can fit as a roof for the new 
development under it. This 
new development has a 
priviliged view on the water 
and can benefit from the green 
area under the bridge as 
hanging gardens.



basic plan under the bridge.







axo view.



view from the perspective of a pedestrian.
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